EH&S: WHO GETS IT DONE?

LAURIANE QUENEE – SR. DIRECTOR, EH&S; INSTITUTE BIOSAFETY OFFICER; SR. SAFETY ENGINEER: HSS

OPERATIONS AND ADMINISTRATION:
- KATHERINE NUETZEL, OPERATIONS MANAGER
- SHELLEY SCANLON, ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATOR

RESEARCH SAFETY:
- ANDRÉ JEFFERSON, HEALTH PHYSICIST
- HAICK ISSAIAN, INSTITUTE RADIATION SAFETY OFFICER
- PETER KING, INSTITUTE LASER SAFETY OFFICER; SR. SAFETY ENGINEER: GPS, PMA
- NATE SILADKE, INSTITUTE CHEMICAL HYGIENE OFFICER; SR. SAFETY ENGINEER: CCE
- LEYMA DE HARO, ASSISTANT BIOSAFETY OFFICER; SR. SAFETY ENGINEER: BBE

ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS:
- MARK GATCHALIAN, ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS MANAGER
- JANELLE BRACAMONTES, EH&S GENERALIST, PMA

WORKPLACE SAFETY:
- DORA GOSEN, INDUSTRIAL HYGENIST, SR. SAFETY ENGINEER: EAS
- KIM YU, SR. SAFETY ENGINEER / FIRE SAFETY SPECIALIST
- FRANK CHAVOYA, SR. SAFETY ENGINEER / INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE SPECIALIST